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Introduction to the Materials
MAPP is a suite of materials developed by The Dales School to facilitate the planning, assessment and
recording of progress in relation to personal learning intentions. In particular it provides a way of
recognising lateral progression.
The materials divide into two principal sections. The first focuses on setting learning intentions whilst
the second focuses on assessment
Section 1 outlines the principles which underlie the process of setting learning intentions in MAPP. This
is a person‐centred, needs‐led approach rather than a subject‐based content‐driven approach. The
milestone statements are intended to provide a structure for writing personalised learning intentions,
but they in no way claim to be exhaustive and it is certainly possible to use other materials to support
this process; Routes (2006) or Quest (2006), for example, would be particularly relevant to learners who
are working at the appropriate developmental levels. However, referring to materials which task
analyse curriculum content (such as the P‐levels or resources which subdivide them) and importing
targets directly into MAPP would undermine the key principle of person‐centred learning.
The column headed ‘notes’ is intended as a space into which users can add their own observations.
Section 2 contains The Continuum of Skill Development (CSD) which is the MAPP assessment tool.
It is important to note that the CSD is an independent tool and can be used to evaluate progress
against any learning intentions including those drawn from sources other than section 1 of MAPP.
It is the CSD which facilitates the recording of lateral progression and allows qualitative data to be
represented both graphically and numerically.

The remaining sections of MAPP contain guidance and optional materials.
Section 3 discusses the design and interpretation of the spreadsheets.
Section 4 contains the rationale which informs MAPP
Section 5 gives illustrative examples, which can be used or adapted, to help include learners in
assessing their own learning.
The CSD Summative Record is included as an appendix for reference. This sheet could be used for
recording, but note that it will not provide the graphic representation or numerical data that is available
automatically through the spreadsheet format.
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Setting Learning Intentions

Section 1: 1

MAPP: Setting Learning Intentions: Structure and Process
At the broadest level MAPP is made up of three main cross-curricular areas:

COMMUNICATION

THINKING SKILLS

PERSONAL & SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

Each of these areas is then sub-divided to help provide a sharper focus on the needs of the individual
learner. Communication, for example divides into the following seven sets:
Means of
Communication:
non-symbolic

Means of
Communication:
symbolic

Social
Communication

Communicating
Needs & Wants

Information &
Concepts

Reading

Writing

These sets are then further divided. So, Social Communication is divided into:
Social responding

Conversational TurnTaking

Imitation

Shared Attention

Initiating
Conversation

Each set of subdivisions provides sharper focus and helps identify the current priorities for the learner.
This process of ‘zooming in’ on priorities leads to the final level which is made up of a set of milestone
statements. Some milestones face supporting notes which provide detail, clarification or references.
So, for example, under Signing there are eight milestones:

It is important to note that the milestone statements are not descriptions of precise behaviours, which would
presuppose knowledge of what is available, relevant and important to the individual learner. Rather, they
provide the basis for writing personalised learning intentions. Personalised learning intentions should be
expressed as precise, observable behaviours which can be assessed objectively over time.
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MAPP: Setting Learning intentions: Structure and Process (cont.)
One possible example of this process is given below:
COMMUNICATION

Means of communication: symbolic

Signing

Links two or more signs (milestone)

Signs action + again (personal learning intention)
This learning intention may be made more specific in relation to particular activities, eg. ‘drum
again’ in music or ‘ball again’ in PE.
Teachers are able to incorporate this further level of detail, as well as possible strategies and
resources into medium term planning.

Although the milestone statements are set out in a broadly hierarchical sequence there is no presumption
that a given individual will work through all of them, or that they will work through them sequentially or that
they will all begin at the same point. Using MAPP the learner’s pathway should be thought of as planning a
route on a map rather than climbing the rungs of a ladder. This approach acknowledges the differing
strengths and needs of individuals and recognises the fact that some may need to spend far more time than
others in a given area of learning and that for some individuals certain skills may remain always inaccessible
and therefore need to be bypassed or replaced. In the same way in planning a journey people may adopt
different starting points and may visit different landmarks in travelling toward the same destination.
In the above example the milestone statement is not selected because it is the next unchecked item on a list
but because it is an important, relevant and realistic skill for that individual learner at that time.
However, as the milestone statement is not being read off from a checklist the accurate identification of
priority areas and milestone statements has to be informed by accurate assessment of prior learning
(including attainment and achievement), and by consideration of the learner’s strengths, needs and
aspirations.
This discussion is key to the MAPP process and should involve the learner as well as everyone who is
involved in their development. It should also provide opportunity for celebrating achievement as well as
consideration of challenge and forward planning (see the pupil resources in section 5).
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The following flow chart shows the planning and assessment process at The Dales School. It is intended to
illustrate one possible way of implementing MAPP and to exemplify the way in which setting learning
intentions and assessment begins and ends with considerations which centre on the learner and their needs.
At The Dales School summative assessments are made at the end of each term using the Continuum of Skill
Development (CSD) and all data are then entered onto the CSD spreadsheet at the end of the school year
prior to publishing the Annual Reports to Parents.
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PROCESS

PEOPLE

RESOURCES

1

Agree priorities based upon a
discussion of the pupil’s strengths,
needs and aspirations

Contributions from:
parents/carers;
all professionals directly
involved in the pupil’s
learning (teachers,
teaching assistants,
therapists, careers
advisors, psychologists,
etc.);
the pupil (where
appropriate) or an
advocate

Prior assessments (eg.
progress against previous
learning intentions,
summative assessments,
Salient information
concerning any changes
of circumstances (eg.
curricular, medical,
physical, transitions.)

2

Identify priority areas for
development within MAPP

Teaching staff with input
from other
professionals,
parents/carers and the
pupil where appropriate

MAPP section 1 (setting
learning intentions)

3

Identify milestone statements within
MAPP

Teaching staff

MAPP section 1 (setting
learning intentions)

4

Write personal learning intentions
based upon milestone statements

Teaching staff

MAPP section 1 (setting
learning intentions)
Information from Step 1
above

5

Copy personal learning intentions to
CSD record sheet

Teaching staff

CSD Record Sheet

6

Enter baseline assessment on CSD
record sheet

Teaching staff

CSD Record Sheet

7

Copy personal learning intentions to
medium term plans

Teaching staff

Medium‐term plans

8

Record observations of pupil progress
in relation to personal learning
intentions (formative assessment or
assessment for learning)

Teaching staff

Record observations
on medium‐term plans

9

Record attainment against personal
learning intentions (summative
assessment or assessment of
learning)

Teaching staff

CSD Record Sheet

Teaching staff

Completed CSD Record
Spreadsheets
Annual Report to
Parents

10 Report Progress
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COMMUNICATION

THINKING SKILLS

PERSONAL &
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

Means of
communication

Pre-Symbolic

Emotional
Development

Social
Communication

Patterns

Attention Control

Communicating
Needs & Wants

Number

Working with Others

Information &
Concepts

Reasoning Skills

Independent Living
Skills

Reading

Writing
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Means of Communication: non-symbolic
Page 9
Gestural
Pointing

Means of Communication: symbolic
Pages 10-12
Objects of Reference
Photographs/pictures/symbols
Words
Signing
Communication aids
ICT

Social Communication

Page 13

Social responding
Conversational turn-taking
Imitation
Shared attention
Initiating communication

Communicating Needs and Wants
Page 14
Communicating a choice/preference
Refusing/rejecting

Information & Concepts
Page 15
Following instructions
Concepts

Reading

Pages 16-18

Single symbol/word vocabulary
Response to books and text
Phonics
Reading for meaning
Understanding narrative

Writing

Pages 19 - 20

Motor Skills
Regulating Behaviour
Sentence building
Assisted story-telling
Functional skills eg. lists, form-filling, writing messages, sending cards or letters
Recording information
Instructions
Informing
Persuading
Giving Reasons
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Pre-symbolic
Page 21
Response to stimuli
Acting on the environment
Cause and effect
Object permanence
Early problem solving

Patterns
Page 22
Matching
Sorting
Sequencing

Number

Page 23

Numerals
Cardinal number
Ordinal number

Reasoning Skills

Page 24

Observation
Planning
Predicting
Evaluating

Emotional Development

Page 25

Attention Control

Page 25

Working with Others

Independent Living Skills

Page 26

Page 27
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MEANS OF COMMUNICATION: NON-SYMBOLIC
Gestural
milestones

notes

Directs gaze toward desired object
Uses physical contact such as pulling, tugging,
leading adult, directing or ‘throwing’ adult’s arm
toward object

Pointing
milestones

notes

Points for desired object
Chooses object by pointing
Pointing is used to express different functions

For example, a single point may be used to mean ‘I
want’ or ‘look at that!’ or ‘hello!’

Points to photograph or symbol for desired object
Links points (‘multipoint’) to communicate a more
complex message

For example, pointing to a cup and then to self to
mean ‘I want a drink’.
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